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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Due to Covid-19 concerns, there will be no in person 2021 CSXTHS Convention. Present plans
are to have a 2021 Zoom Convention instead of a live and in person convention. We plan to hold
the 2021 CSXTHS Zoom Convention on Saturday, June 5. If you would like to make a Power
Point presentation, 30 to 60 minutes in length, contact us at CSXTHS@gmail.com.
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THE DEATH OF AN AMTRAK ENGINEER, THE DEATH OF A FRIEND
Doug Riddell
Robert Brooks Woodward Sr. was a friend and a colleague of mine. He was known among his
friends and those working on the railroad as Brooks. He and I were both Amtrak engineers and
officers in the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers (BLE). We worked together to ensure that
BLE Division 14 provided the best service to its members. In 1994, Brooks was BLE #14
Secretary-Treasurer and I was the Division’s Richmond, Virginia, representative. Brooks had
started his railroad career in 1963.
On the evening of Sunday, 15 May 1994, Brooks and I, along with W. A. “Bill” Black,” were at
Washington Union Station preparing for our runs. Brooks held the same job I had once held,
Assistant Engineer on Amtrak’s Silver Meteor between Florence, South Carolina, and
Washington, D. C. Thus, six nights a week Brooks and Black ran the Silver Meteor; three nights,
from Florence to Washington and three nights from Washington to Florence. Brooks lived with
his wife Chris, his high school sweetheart, in Laurinburg, South Carolina, only an hour’s drive
from Florence.
Brooks and I spent our last hours together taking care of a seniority issue concerning one of our
BLE Brothers. With a few phone calls, Brooks and I settled the problem to the satisfaction of our
previously disgruntled Brother. Being an officer in the Brotherhood meant that one was on call
24/7 to settle issues that arose between management and the members of the Brotherhood. As we
parted to go to our trains, Brooks paused to call his wife Chris and tell her that he loved her. Any
marriage that can survive the trials and tribulations that working for the railroad inflicts upon the
emotional and financial stability of a marriage is headed by a woman secure in her own worth.
The wife of an Amtrak engineer will be welcomed into heaven by St. Peter in recognition of all
she suffered on earth in providing a happy homelife for her family.
Brooks’ last words as we stood in Amtrak’s Washington Union Station crew room to me were, “I
got to go, Doug.” With that he went to the crew room entrance, hesitating as if there was
something left unsaid. Then Robert Brooks Woodward St, age 41, smiled, turned and walked
through those doors and into eternity.
The next morning, Monday, the phone rang and rang at my house. Before I could inflict my
venom on the caller whom I assumed would try to sell something to me, I recognized my
mother’s voice on the line. – “Wreck? Silver Meteor? North Carolina?” – “No, Mom, I’m fine,” I
assured her. --- The train was en route to Florida? – Oh my God! Brooks and Bill!
Shortly thereafter I got a call from Greg Baxter, Amtrak Transportation Master. “How bad was
it, I asked?” He replied, “Both engines overturned, 18 cars on the ground.” Then the question
every railroader asks with a prayer in the wing – a question I’ve asked so many times, and so
many times let out a huge sigh of relief when the answer was in the affirmative: “Everyone’s
okay, aren’t they?” However, this time there was silence. A wave of fire gathered somewhere in
my innermost soul in an attempt to deny the truth that I had not yet herd and did not want to hear.
Greg’s whispered reply confirmed my dread, “Woodward confirmed dead. Black too, we
believe.”
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Upon hearing this, I cried out, “No! God, No! He was was just standing there. I just saw him.
No! he’s not dead!” I went through the whole litany of emotions: anger, rage, denial, and
disbelief, I turned to prayer, begging to awaken from this nightmare, but it was no nightmare.
As I got control of myself, I head Greg say, “Doug, you’re needed at the station. Please come in
if you feel you can make it.” I managed to answer his request in the affirmative. After showering,
shaving, and dressing, I drove to Greendale. Upon arrival at the office, I learned that Bill was
alive and had been airlifted to Duke University Medical Center in Durham, North Carolina. Bill
would survive but lose a leg due to the trauma he suffered in the wreck.
Later that day I spoke with Brother Ron McLaughlin from BLE Cleveland Headquarters. Brooks
and McLaughlin had been involved in the investigation of the 1993 Sunset Limited derailment,
which sent the locomotives and part of the train into the waters of the Big Bayou Canal located
near Mobile, Alabama. Mclaughlin said to me, “Brooks stood there as that (Amtrak) engine was
pulled from the muddy floor of that bayou and wondered aloud what those three men in the cab
felt when they suddenly saw that damaged bridge and looked death in the face. I’m sure he
knows now. We lost a good man, Doug. A very good man.”
Slowly over the next few days things returned to normal. The wreck site was cleaned up, a
funeral service was held for Brooks, and my phone stopped ringing. At least it stopping ringing
with questions concerning Brooks. Then on 12 May 1995 the events of 16 May 1994 vividly
returned to the forefront as I read the following bulletin as I entered it into my Timetable binder:
“Effectively 0001 hours May 12, 1995 with reference to timetable special instructions for the
South End Subdivision regarding Method of Operations, that segment of track known as “Selma
DTC” (Direct Traffic Control) block is renamed the “Woodward” DTC Block.”
Brooks’ fellow BLE brothers did not forget him. In recognition of the service, he had provided
BOE #14, they had the Division renamed “R. Brooks Woodward Memorial Division 14.”

Doug Riddell and R. Brooks Woodward (Doug Riddell)
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THE COLLISION OF CSXT TRAIN #176 AND AMTRAK TRAIN #87
The basic facts of this incident as determined by the National Safety Board was as follows. That
at 4:36 AM Eastern Time, on 16 May 1994, southbound Amtrak Train #87, the Silver Meteor,
collided near Selma, North Carolina, with an intermodal trailer, REAZ 232980, that had either
fallen or was falling from flat car KTTX 251988, that was part of a passing northbound CSX
Transportation freight train, CSXT Train #176. Amtrak Train #87 consisted of two locomotives
and 18 cars, while CSXT Train #176 consisted of three locomotives and 52 cars. All but the last
car of Amtrak Train #87 derailed and only one car of CSXT Train #176 derailed. Onboard the
Amtrak train the assistant engineer was killed, the engineer seriously injured, and one on board
Amtrak crew member and 119 passengers received minor injuries. The operating crew on CSXT
Train #176 sustained no injuries.

A map showing the Silver Meteor route and the location of the crash
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Amtrak Train #87, the Silver Meteor, left New York, New York, at 3:15 PM on Sunday, 15 May
1994, for Miami, Florida. The train consisted of two F-40PF locomotives, Amtrak ATK 357 and
ATK 325, and 16 cars: a material handling car, a baggage car, a baggage dormitory car, 10 coach
cars, 2 lounge cars, a sleeper car, a buffet car, and a dining car. The train operating crew
consisted of an engineer, assistant engineer, conductor, and two assistant conductors plus an 18person non-operating crew that staffed the dining car, lounge cars, and sleeping car. Train #87,
during its run from New York, had three operating crews, New York, to Washington D.C.;
Washington to Florence, South Carolina; and Florence to Jacksonville. The engineer for the run
from Washington to Florence was 55 year old William A. Black and the assistant engineer was
41 year old Robert Brooks Woodward Sr.
The crew of Amtrak Train #87 went on duty at 10:20 PM on 15 May 1994 while at Washington
Union Station. Their train was 20-minutes late into Union Station and thus they did not pull from
Washington until 11:45 PM. From Washington to Rocky Mountain, North Carolina, the train
was operated by Robert Brooks Woodward Sr. At Rocky Mountain, Woodward moved to the left
side of the locomotive and William A. Black took the throttle. The train left Rocky Mountain at
4:00 PM, 10 minutes late, on 16 May 1994, with 415 passengers on board.
CSXT Train #176, with three locomotives, CSXT 6231, an EMD GP40-2; CSXT 5936, a GE
B40-8; and CSXT 5854, a GE B36-7, on the front end, departed Tampa, Florida, at 12:40 AM on
15 May 1994 for CSXT’s Trailer On Flat Car (TOFC) Terminal at Taft Yard, Orlando, Florida.
Here CSXT Train #176 picked up 28 cars, including flat car KTTX 251988 (#1) carrying
intermodal trailer REAZ 232980. KTTX 251988 was an 89-foot long flat car designed to carry
two 45-foot intermodal trailers. It was owned by TTX Company. Trailers were loaded onto
KTTX 251988 by placing them with their rear doors facing each other. The trailer hitches were
on each end of KTTX 251988, which was equipped with “permanently erected hitches, not
retractable hitches, positioned at opposite ends of the car … the car could accommodate two
trailers up to 45 feet in length .., by allowing additional striker length and some overhang at the
ends of the cars, therefore handling 90 feet of trailer on an 89-foot car.”
Internodal trailer REAZ 232980 had been built in 1983 by VanCo of Florence, New Jersey. It
was owned by TransAmerican Corporation. The shipper was Mid-Florida Mining company of
Lowell, Florida, who had loaded it with 43,400 pounds of kitty litter. The trailer was 45-feet long
by 8.17 feet wide, 13.34 feet high, and weighed 13,300 pounds. Its underframe consisted of
corrosion resistant high strength low alloy steel. The superstructure and side sheet were
aluminum and galvanized steel. The interior of the trailer had plywood lining. The trailer’s
landing gear was a Homan vertical two-speed, low profile with heavy duty sand shoes.
During the journey, CSXT Train #176, from Orlando to Jacksonville, was inspected by the crew
of two CSXT trains holding in sidings who reported no anomalies. At Jacksonville, the train
received a new crew and left the yard at 3:55 PM bound for Savannah, Georgia. The train now
consisted of three locomotives and 74 cars. At Savannah, 22 cars were dropped off, a new crew
boarded the train, and they took it, with its 52 cars, to Florence.
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On 16 May 1994, CSXT Train #176 departed Florence northbound at 2:10 AM. The train
consisted of three locomotives and 50 loaded and 2 empty cars. It had a trailing tonnage of 4,449
and a length of 6,188 feet. At Cromartie Siding, CSXT Train #176 passed a CSXT coal train.
Upon passing the coal train, the coal train’s conductor radioed CSXT Train #176 that she looked
good, i.e. no problems with CSXT Train #176 loads were observed. The CSXT Defect Detector
at Mile Post A165.9 reported that CSXT Train # 176 had no defects after it passed the detector.
Between Selma, North Carolina, and North Smithfield, North Carolina, the CSXT track becomes
double track. CSXT Train #176, as it reached North Smithfield, was diverted onto Track #1,
freight train maximum speed 45 MPH. Amtrak #87 would run through the double track section
on Track #2, passenger track speed 79 MPH. Having reached the double track section first,
CSXT #176 took Track #1 and pulled for the end of the double track at Selma. Here the CSXT
conductor got on the ground to observe the passing of Amtrak Train #87. As Amtrak Train #87
cleared CSXT #176 its conductor radioed Amtrak Train #87 that she was looking good. No more
than he had said this and there was a crash and CSXT Train #176 went into emergency.

A map showing the layout of the track at the location of the crash
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William A. Black, Amtrak Train #78 engineer, would later tell investigators that as they were
running past CSXT #176 at about 4:36 AM, “I saw this thing coming, I saw it hanging off. I
hollered for Brooks to hit the deck. I recognized something hanging off of one of the flatcars.”
The object was REAZ 232980, a trailer, that had been placed on flatcar KTTX 251988, the 51st
car in CSXT Train #176 train. Although Black set Amtrak Train #78’s emergency brake, it was
too late and they hit REAZ 232980. Both Amtrak locomotives, ATK 357 and ATK 325, plus the
following 17 Amtrak passenger cars, went on the ground. The lead Amtrak locomotive, ATK
357, broke free of its trailing unit and rolled down the side of the track. It came to rest on its left
side where assistant engineer Brooks was riding. With its fuel tanks ruptured, locomotive ATK
357’s cab caught on fire. The other locomotive, ATK 325, and the remaining cars remained
upright. However, Amtrak locomotive ATK 325 was draped with the remains of trailer REAZ
232980.
The crew of CSXT Train #176 had no more than told Amtrak Train #78 that they looked good
when their train went into Emergency. A look down the track showed Amtrak Train #78 on the
ground. The crew of CSXT Train #176 immediately notified the local 911 service and
Jacksonville of the accident. Emergency Service personnel, with their equipment, quickly arrived
on the scene. They transported 97 passengers, 1 Amtrak staff person, and engineer Black to local
hospitals for trauma treatment.
In the aftermath of the wreck Amtrak reported the following equipment damage:
Locomotive ATK 357 incurred massive damage to its front end. The locomotive “showed
contact damage from the right front corner extending inward toward the center line for 9 inches.
The sheet metal that covered the right side of the front hood and the control compartment was
torn and collapsed inward 1.5 feet. All windows, except on the left side of the control
compartment, and both windshields were missing. The seats for the engineer and the assistant
engineer had separated from their attachment points. The automatic brake and the emergency
valve levers were found in the emergency position. The trucks with their motors received major
damage.” The locomotive’s event recorder was inoperable at the time of the incident due to
mechanical problems. Amtrak’s locomotives were at this time not required to have operating
event recorders.
Locomotive ATK 325 received severe damage to the left side “from the forward control
compartment wall extending rearward for the length of the control compartment, which included
the engine access door. The damage extended from the roof line downward to the left side sill.
The left side windows and the sheet metal below the windows were missing. The trucks with
their motors received minor damage.”
The material handling car ATK 1501 had scrape marks on its right side, both front and rear. The
baggage car, ATK 1228, had a 3-foot slash through its outer roof skin above the right rear door.
The B-end collision post on the baggage/dormitory car, ATK 1611, was slightly bent to the left.
The other cars in the train had damage at their ends, with some having slightly bent collision
posts. All the cars suffered damage to their running gear. Amtrak placed the damage to the train
at $3,550,000.
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CSXT reported the following: Flatcar KTTX 251988 was found 40-feet north of the point of
impact on its side and angled to the west of Track 1. It’s A-end was 4-feet from the track and its
B-end 24-feet. The car’s deck, hitch mechanism, and B-end were damaged. The last flat car in
the train, TTWX 972882, had damage to its B-end safety equipment. Some 819-feet of Track #2
and 234 feet of Track #1 was damaged and had to be replaced. In addition, seven of the
communication lines poles had been destroyed and one signal equipment case had been rendered
inoperatable. Total damage to CSXT equipment, track, and signaling was $180,000.
CSXT went on to say that when flat car KTTX 251988 was righted the, “A-end hitch indicator
lock was in the open position and the remains of the second trailer CSXZ 238848 was still
attached to the B-end hitch.” Upon an examination of the A-end hitch by the NTSB it was found
that the jaws were in the locked position and the hitch handle indicator pin was in the full
unlocked position.

An aerial view of the wreck scene. Amtrak locomotive ATK 357 is in the lower right.
Behind her is locomotive ATK 325 with the remains of trailer REAZ 232980 on top of her.
Directly behind locomotive ATK 325 is material handling car ATK 1501 and lying at angle
to the track is baggage car ATK 1229. (Amtrak)
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The National Transportation Safety Bord (NTSB) focused their investigation on why trailer
REAZ 232980 had become detached from its flatcar KTTX 251988. Loading of trailer REAZ
232980 onto flatcar KTTX 251988 had been carried out by CSX Intermodal Corporation (CSXI)
at Orlando Florida Taft Yard. The CSXI ramps at which trailers were loaded onto or unloaded
from flatcars required four different man power skills. These four skilled positions were
supervisor, groundman, tractor driver, and packer.
The Supervisor oversaw the work of the groundman, tractor driver, and packer and insured that
the trailers were properly tied down on the flatcars.
The groundman, as the name indicates, worked on foot. He gave directional hand signals to the
packer to assist him in alignment when loading and unloading trailers from flatcars. During
loading, he was responsible for examining the indicator pin, locking jaws on the hitch, and
positioning the trailer so it was secure. During unloading, the groundman moved the hitch
unlocking lever to unlock the jaw’s position so the packer could lift the trailer clear from the
flatcar.
The yard tractor driver operates a modified truck tractor that is used to bring the trailers from the
holding yard to the flatcars for loading or take the trailer when unloaded to designated parking
slots in the holding yard.
The packer operates a large, modified rubber tire hydraulic powered forklift which is used to side
load or side unload trailers from flatcars. The packer follows the hand signals given by the
groundman in maneuvering his forklift. The forklift is equipped with a special attachment that
allows the packer to safely grab the trailer to be lifted to or from the flatcar.
The trailer hitch that attached REAZ 232980 to flatcar KTTX 251988 was a cushion fixed hitch
with a semiautomatic locking head. The hitch, as all hitches did, consisted of a slotted top plate,
a one-way gate at the entrance to the slot, a locking device within the slot, and an operating or
unlocking handle on each side. Trailer REAZ 232980 had centered on its bottom, 4-feet from the
bulkhead of the trailer, a post-like device 3-inches long, that resembled a dumbbell with several
stacked cylinders of which the center cylinder is smaller in diameter than the outer cylinders. The
locking jaws of KTTX 251988 trailer hitch had an inside retaining ring that fitted the smaller
center cylinder of the kingpin to prevent vertical and horizontal movement of the trailer on the
flatcar once the jaws were locked around the kingpin.
The proper operation of the hitch depends on the movement of the trailer’s kingpin through the
flatcar’s locking jaws, which presupposes the locking jaws to be in the correct sequence position
before any movement of the kingpin into or out of the hitch and the locking jaws. The passage of
the kingpin from the unloading of the previous trailer would normally open the locking jaw into
the ready-to-load position, When this failed to happen, the operating handle and locking jaw had
to be opened manually. This was done by moving the operating handle to the unlocked position
and prying open the locking jaw with a pry bar.
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A view of the trailer hitch mounted on railroad flatcars designed to carry trailers
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To position a trailer’s kingpin into the slot of the flatcar’s trailer hitch, the kingpin had to first
depress a spring loaded, hinged one-way gate at the entrance to the slot. The one-way gate
allowed movement of the kingpin into but not out of the slot. This is a safety feature to ensure
the kingpin does not slide forward out of the slot. To remove the kingpin from the trailer hitch,
the operating handle has to be rotated to unlock the jaws. To visibly show that the kingpin is
locked in place, an indicator pin, painted yellow, is employed. The indicator pin is located on the
back of the hitch head. When the indicator pin is flush with the hitch’s head, the jaws and handle
are locked. When the indicator pin extends above the hitch’s head, .75 inches, the jaws and
handle are not locked in place and the trailer is not secured to the flatcar.
The crew working Orlando’s Taft Yard’s ramp on the morning of 15 May 1994 stated that it was
always necessary to check the indicator pin because occasionally a trailer’s kingpin would not
lock into the flatcar’s trailer hitch. All said that they checked each flatcar they loaded that night,
to include flatcar KTTX 251988 with trailer REAZ 232980, to ensure that all trailers were
securely locked in place. Yet the fact remains that REAZ 232980 on 16 May 1994 became
detached from KTTX 251988’s trailer hitch, turned perpendicular to the flatcar, and impinged
upon the pathway for Amtrak Train #87, with tragic results.
CSXT stated that while the operating crews of CSXT Train #176 inspected the cars of their train
at Orlando, Jacksonville, Savannah, and Florence, their inspection was focused on the train’s
trucks and braking systems and ensuring that nothing was extending beyond the sides of the cars
they were pulling. The operating crews of CSXT Train #176 had no training in securing trailers
to flatcars. CSXT went on to say that as of now trains carrying trailers on flatcars before leaving
a yard are visibly inspected to ensure that each trailer’s kingpin is locked into the flatcar’s trailer
hitch.
As a result of this accident, the NTSB issued the following recommendations concerning TOFC
loading operations:
1) That there be a post loading pre departure inspection of all loaded TOFC cars by
personnel other than the loading crew.
2) Establish a uniform set of training requirements for TOFC loading crews.
3) Develop standard operating procedures for loading TOFC flat cars.
4) Establish preventive maintenance intervals for TOFC securement systems.
5) Ensure trailers to be loaded are compatible with the lifting mode for placing or taking the
trailer off the flat car.
In issuing them, NTSB noted that in the past eight years they had investigated nine accidents
caused by shifted loads or unsecured lading, one of which in 1992 had involved a secured trailer
falling from a flatcar.

(#1) KTTX reporting marks were given by TTX Company to its “Twin-45” TOFC flat cars.
These flat cars had non-retractable hitches and could carry two 45-foot trailers.
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CSXT TRACK GEOMETRY CAR
ROGER F. SILBAUGH & LARRY DUPONT

(CSXTHS photographer unknown)
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(CSXTHS photographer unknown)
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LIFE RETURNS TO THE MONON
Lee Gordon
The Volume 7 Issue Number 2 of the CSXTHS Journal reported on the proposed abandonment
by CSXT of the Monon Railroad track that ran north from New Albany, Indiana, to Bedford,
Indiana. This report has turned out to be somewhat premature for in September 2020 CSXT
again began providing rail service on this former Monon track from Mile 314.5 on the Ohio
River to Mile 317.7, the site of the former Pillsbury Plant. This plant site was recently purchased
by Sazerac who converted it to a bottling plant named Northwest Ordinance Distilling. On
September 6, 2020, CSXT, after having to rebuild a city block of track that had been removed
during sewer construction, delivered to the Northwest Ordinance Distilling Plant a loaded tank
car. An empty gondola car was also dropped off to load ties that had been recently replaced.
Since September 6th, CSXT has been providing once a week service from Osborn Yard in
Louisville to Northwest Ordinance Distilling. The local CSXT switcher drops off loaded tank
cars and picks up empty tank cars at the bottling plant.

This view of 15th and Beeler in New Albany, Indiana, shows the condition of the CSXT
track on February 19, 2020. (Lee Gordon)

CSXT 6540 and CSXT 2524 were the power for the first run to Northwest Ordinance
Distilling. Local Y128, which originated at Louisville’s Osborn Yard, had in its consist an
empty gondola for loading with ties and a loaded tank car for the plant. Note the fuzee
burning on the crossing and the conductor talking the train over the road. (Lee Gordon)
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Upon reaching the plant’s siding, the set of CSXT locomotives ran around the tank car.
With the Conductor now hanging from the rear of the tank car, CSXT 2524 slowly backed
the car through the plant’s lead switch into their yard. (Lee Gordon)

CSXT 2524 and CSXT 6540, with their loads delivered. run light through the streets of
New Albany. The Conductor rides the locomotive’s front steps so he can quickly step on the
ground to flag a cross street. (Lee Gordon)
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CSXT 3318 – A GE ET44AH
A WALK AROUND
CSXT has on its roster 225 ET44AH locomotives, CSXT 3250 to CSXT 3474. These
locomotives are cataloged by General Electric as ES44AC. CSXT, however, in December 2007
began to call these locomotives ET44AH. The “ET” recognizes that they are GE Evolution
Series locomotives; the “44” refers to their 4400 horsepower; the “A” is for AC power and the
"H" refers to HTE (high tractive effort) adhesion-management software with which these
locomotives are equipped.
CSXT chose to assign their own classification to GE’s evolution series because they differ
somewhat from the standard ES44AC as delivered by GE. The CSXT locomotives have received
computer software upgrades and increased dead weight. The software upgrades allow these
locomotives an increased tonnage rating due to subsystems that produce high levels of tractive
effort at low speeds. In order for a locomotive to be classified as an "AH" by CSXT, it has to 1)
have an increased nominal weight (currently to 432,000 pounds); 2) steerable trucks; 3) TM3
adhesion control software; 4) software that raises the normal 30,000 traction force to 33,000
pounds-force, which is the maximum amount of tractive effort that each traction motor is
permitted to produce; and 5) GE's Rail Cleaner, which directs high-pressure air onto the rails in
front of the sand nozzles forward of axle number one.

Head-on -view of CSXT 3318 in February 2020.
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A quarter shot down the right side of CSXT 3318

A view of the engineer’s side of the locomotive
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A close-up CSXT 3318 plow

A quarter view from the rear of CSXT 3318 up her right side
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A quarter view from the rear of CSXT 3318 up her left side

The engineer’s side of CSXT 3318 cab
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The mid-section of the right side of CSXT 3318 showing fuel tank and air reservoirs

The rear right side of CSXT 3318
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A close-up of the grill on the right side of CSXT 3318

The conductor’s side of CSXT 3318 cab
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The middle left section of CSXT 3318 showing the fuel tank

The rear section of the left side of CSXT 3318
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CSXT 3318 builder plate

A close-up of the rear truck on CSXT 3318 showing the A1A wheel arrangement
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AN ABANDONED COAL WASH PLANT
U.S. STEEL CORBIN KENTUCKY FACILITY
From 1955 to 1984, U.S. Steel operated a large coal mine at Lynch, Kentucky, on the Louisville
& Nashville Railroad (L&N) Cumberland Valley Subdivision (CV). In 1981, CSXT took over
the CV from L&N. In 1984, U.S. Steel sold its coal mine operation at Lynch and Corbin to
ARCH Mineral Corporation.
Due to the lack of level land at the Lynch Mine face, U.S. Steel built a coal wash plant to service
this mine on the east side of the L&N Corbin Yard. Newly mined coal was transported by rail
from the Lynch mine face to the Corbin coal wash plant. After the coal had been treated, noncoal and non-marketable coal was heaped on the site in spoil piles. Arch Mineral continued to
operate this coal wash plant until 2010. At this time, the wash plant was closed but its buildings
not torn down. At the time of closing, an estimated 41 million tons of recoverable coal was
buried in the spoil piles.
In 2018, ARQ of London England bought the abandoned coal wash plant site. They planned to
use new technology to reclaim coal buried in the spoil piles. They planned to ship the recovered
coal by rail to a Gulf port for transportation overseas. Production was to have started in January
2020 with a workforce of fifty. However, this coal recovery operation ran afoul of EPA and a
changing world coal market. Thus, no coal was recovered from the spoil piles. U.S. Steel’s
Corbin Coal Wash Plant still stands, once again abandoned and slowly deteriorating, a
monument to when Coal was King. Unfortunately, Kentuckians can no longer claim that coal is
the Commonwealth’s “Black Ace in a hole.”

A general view of the remains of the coal preparation plant. The hopper cars on the right
were in storage.
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The main coal wash plant. The hopper cars are in storage.

One of the tipples used to feed stockpiled coal to the wash plant
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A close-up of the wash plant.
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This building was being used by ARQ as their local office.

What is left of the US Steel railyard at the wash plant. A rotary dump can be seen in the
left bay of the building in the center
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The wash plant also received coal trucked in from nearby mines.
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ARQ was using the equipment on the right to dig exploratory trenches in the spoil piles.

In the foreground is a spoil pile with its sprinkling of coal nuggets.
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PROGRESS RAIL CAR REPAIR SHOP AT CORBIN, KENTUCKY
In 2015, when CSXT closed its Corbin Yard repair facilities, there was still a need for a local
hopper car repair center. Hopper cars in coal service are constantly experiencing damage to
running gear and brake systems. Progress Rail thus leased part of the closed Corbin Coal Wash
Plant from ARCH Mineral. A Family Line caboose purchased from CSXT by Progress Rail was
transported to the leased work site to serve as a tool room. Work on damaged coal hoppers was
undertaken under a roof, but the sides were open to the elements. Progress Rail based a
locomotive at the hopper car repair site to retrieve damaged cars from CSXT’s Corbin Yard and
return repaired cars to the yard.

The Progress Rail, Corbin hopper car repair yard tool room

A view of the hopper repair car area. The Progress Rail locomotive is framed by a rotary
coal car dumper.
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CSXT TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
OIL OUT STACK
TURBOCHARGE EMD LOCOMOTIVES
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WHAT IS THE STORY?
The photo below was among some photos of CSXT locomotives recently donated to
CSXTHS. Can anyone provide information on why CSXT 6237 has a Richmond
Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad decal under its cab window?
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